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Cho\J Called Likeable Top ·q;ptmttat,
Asian Scholars Describe Chinese Social Condition!~- ZIMliEflltMR DYRA&r
By PAULA HOLLAND
Three members of the
Committee of Concerned Asian
Scholars disc11ssed yesterday their
recent visit to China which was
the first of its kind in over 20
years,
The three, Kim Woodard and
his wife, Judith, and Ken Levin
visited the People's Republic in
June and July of 1971 with a
group of 15.
"We felt very free,'' stated Ms.
Woodard,
Because ~13 of the 15 could
speak Chinese their
communication with the people
and their guides was made more
real to them.
Wanted to See
"We asked if we could go out
and take pictures and our guides
said, "well we have tto plans for
you tonight, you can ride buses,
go into restaurants, or
whatever ... there will be no one
with you," Woodard explairted.
"We were allowed to
photograph freely except from
airplanes and we have eight mm
movies and about 6000 slides,"
said Ms. Woodard.
"The people in the. streets
heated us as friends,'' Ms.
Woodard continut:ld, "they
welcomed us to China saying we
have not seen Americans for 22
years."
"At all levels there was great
WArmth f'n~ fri.,.ncl~hir, to aU
Americans," Woodard added.
Four Points
The group talked with Premier
Chou En Lai three days after

fllro"ffs!)~J()~r-Nfil,"

President ,Nixon's scheduled· visit
was annouifced:
Chou En Lai brought up four
points to the group which will
come under any consideration
before relations are established
between the United States and
China.
.
· The first stated, Woodard, is
the "removal of U.S. military
presence from Indo-China

all owing· them to settle their
problems themselves."
The second asks the United
States to remove all troops from
··
Taiwan.
Woodard stated Chou En Lai
pointed out that China removed
from Korea all its troops in 1954,
but the United States still has
14,000 troops there.
Woodard said Chou En Lai
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~1 Accrediting Team Visits f"1

[\Department of Sociologylj
......

~

....

Three sociologists will be at Washington,
UNM Thursday through Saturday
Sjoberg is a sociologist with
to evaluate the University's diverse interests. His most recent
department of sociology.
book is "Pre-industrial City" and
The visiting committee is th~ he has recently edited ctEthics,
15th in a series sponsored by the Politics and Social Research."
Danforth Foundation to prepare
Berger's fields are popular
evaluations and recommendations culture, leisure and the arts,
Besides a recent well-known
for different parts of UNM.
Committees advise the UNM study, "Working Class Suburb,"
president and academic he has published articles on youth
departments about instruction, culture and theory,
research, recruitment of faculty,
Blalock's interests are in
long-range plans and other statistics, researeh methods and
professional matters.
race and ethnic relations. Besides
The committee this week will two books which he has edited, he
meet with administrators, has written "Social Statistics,"
sociology department faculty 1 'Causal Inferences in
members and students.
N onexperimental Research,"
Members of the committee are ''Toward a Theory of
Gideon Sjoberg, University of Minority-Group Relations,"
Texas at Austin, chairman; "Theory Construction: From
Bennett M. Berger, Urtiversity of Verbal to Mathematical
California at Davis; and Hubert M. Formulations,'' and "Introduction
Blat ock Jr., University of to Social Research."

Teach-in Passes
Sociology Dept.
Strike Resolution
A resolution calling for the
boycott of all sociology classes
until Thanksgiving vacation was
passed by 45 persons attending
the Graduate Student Council's
Teach-in concerning the problem
today.
The boycott would be in
support of the reinstatement of all
fired sociology TA's and an
immediate review of the grading
system in that department.
A meeting of the English TA's
and graduate students will be held
today at 3:30 p.m. in the lounge
of East Bandelier (old Ortega).

The Concerned Students at the
teach-in were led by Sandi
Norman and Mark Sullivan.

stated tlle United States seems to
be. encouraging Japan to
remilitadze, so as the Unjted
States withdraws, they may take
over.
The possibility of these $Ubjects
being discussed during Nixon's
visit is likely.
Attitude
"If the Chinese government
would invite him, we will

Woodard said
about the' iJeople's attitude
toward Nixon's visit.
' 'They had a very bad
experience under J~panese
imi?erialism, so they will never
drop their guard," he continued.
The Woodards found Chou En
Lai a Hwarm person." "He comes
on as an equal, friendly person,"
stated Ms.~Woodard.
"He is an experienced 'diplomat
of 22 years/' Woodard explained.
"He has met thousands of
different diplomats from all over
the world/' Woodard continued.
"He uses no notes, he has a single
interpreter.''
''It will be an interesting
confrontation between Nixon's
blue books, notes, aids, and Secret
Service men," Woodard stated,
Standard of Living
China has had a definite
"change in the standards of
living," Woodard said. Before
1949, beggars, swollen bellies and
paper shacks were a common
sight.
"They have adequate food,
clothing, and housing for all,"
Woodard said,
"The first thing the government
will tell you is that look at the
fact that we have taken care of
the basic n~cds of the people- ·
that is the first step," Woodard
said.
Education
Evident educational measures
are being taken in the area of
population.
"Birth control is in progress
(please turn to page 6)

UNM Budget, BBA Fate
Facing BEF Review Sat.
The Board of Educational to '' c~ tch·uo" on library
Finance (BEF) will review UNM's acquisitions and $2,794,000 for
budget recp.'l.~st fo'l' 1 C\79·17~, th~ School of Medicine. The
re-consider the dropping of the School of Medicine request
DBA at UNM, and consider the includes $100,000 for the UNM
question of the residency status Cancer Center.
for 18·20-year-olds today and
The University's budget hearing
Saturday,
is scheduled to begin at 3:15 this
The November budget hearings afternoon. Both sets of figures are
by the DEF started yesterday in used by the Legislative Finance
Sa11ta Fe on the money tequ~sts Commith•e to draw up the final
of 10 state-funded educational , appropriations submitted to the
institutions.
legislature in January.
The UNM Regents Oct. 23
Also on the BEF's agenda is
approved a budget asking reconsideration of the dropping of
$26,617,322 from the state. the bachelor of business
Included in the request is $50,000
(please turn to page 6)

T A Statement Asks Role
Definition, Ethic Freedom
All nine sociology teaching
assistants have issued a statement
calling for a more just and
responsible definition of the
&Ssistant1s role at UNM.
The assistants empllasized the
importance of the Sociology grade
dispute for all of the University:
uThousands of studertts and
graduate, teaching, and research
assistants will be affected by the
outcome of this precedentsetting situation. We seek a just
definition of the role of Assistant.
We seek the freedom to exercise
professional ethics as responsible

members of the University
community, We appreciate and
welcome expressions of support
for our position from all segments
of the University community."
The siatement calls for a
procedural change in the
statement of rights and
responsibilities which says an
assistant must be fired before he is
assured a hearing.
"It is urgent that this statement
(of GA·TA rights) be changed
clearly to provide that unless an
assistant is likely to do serious
(please turn to page 6)
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Abortion Conference

ASUNM Funds Women's Trip to 'Frisco
By MARK EVANOFF
At least three women will be traveling to
San Francisco to attend a conference on
abortion, today.
. Vivian Abeles organi~ed the trip and will
be attendjng the conference. The women
received the money for the trip from the
ASUNM Senate which passed a bill
Wedrtesday night giving the women
$299.85.
The women's Co-ordinating Center
received the money.
"We (the Women's Center) w.ent to the
Senate because we :represented several
organizations on t:ampus like the
Albuquerque chapter of NOW, the
Women's Studies, the Women's Natiortal
Abortion Coalition and others," explained
Abt!les.

Friday, November 19, 1971

I

.l

"At first we asked fol:' almost $500
because we felt that five women should go,
however, the firtatlce committ~e of the
Senate cut our request down to $300 so
only thtee women will go;" she said.
March and Rally
The conference is one of two to be held
ott Nov, 20 with the other in 'Washington
D.C. Along with speeches and worksl1ops,
tltere will be a march through San
Francisco and a tally.
11
Our purpose for going to th$'
conference is for education," ~xplained
Abeles, "While one of our delegates is
taping the speeches that will be given, the
other two will try to attend as many
workshops as possible. 11
The tapes will be available to au groups
that wish to use tl1en1. The Women's

Center will also set up classes where
ind\viduale may listen,
Several city newspapers, said they would
devote space to the conference.
Community
"In this way we feel that we will be abJ(1
to reach not only the campus community
but also the entire Albuquerque
community," said AbelEis.
The grc>up also wants to attend the
conference because Abeles hopes to have a
state conference early next spring.
"The reason for having a state
conference is to draw women together.
Right now many of the women in places
like Taos and Santa Fe know that places
like Dertver and Phoenix have viable
womert's organizations but don't even
krtow that we, the Women;s Co·ordinath1g

Center, exist right here in Albuquerque. A
conference would help to make all women
more aware of our existence," explained
Abeles.
Court Action
The Women 1s Studies program is
involved in a class suit agninst the stata of
New Mexico to remove all abortion laws.
The suit hns not progressed far in New
Mexico but there are seven or eight other
suits irt different states at'ound the nation
working on the same basis,
Another purpose for Abeles. attending
the San Francisco conference is a
commission meeting of the Women's
National Abortion Action Coalition. The
commission · is looking into all of the
various Jaws in all of the states concerning
abortion,
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editorial

o Price

Ex Cathedra

Patolee Gag Rule Not Answer
State Corrections Secretary Howard
Leach and the state Parole Board, seem to be
making frantic eff'0rts to cover their trae:,ks
about prison conditions. Hurt . by their
efforts are state parolees and prison
employes.
Statements that prison officials assert are
"misinformation" were made by parolees
and guards to the press. Such statements
seem to be regarded as harmful to the image
of the N .M. peniteniary and its
administrators.
So, in a blind panic, harsh limitations on
the public statements of employes and
parolees were effected.
The logic chain seems to be, no
information equals no misinformation equals
no damaging questions asked about the

pentitentiary's administration.
The stringent constrictions placed on
parolees and prison employe's participation
in social action programs, possible dealings
with the press and public statements are
utterly useless in dealing with the problem at
the prisons.
The problem is too little information
available to the public about prison
conditions in New Mexico, not the accuracy
of statements or interpretation of prison
events offered by individuals.
We urge the revocation of the current
restrictions on the parolee's and prison
employe's public utterances. The
government's responsibility to keep the
people informed is not accomplished by
gagging everybody but the top honchos.
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The hassle over sociology 101 has been concerned with
every question but the most important one, why is sociology
given academic credit? Professors in other sciences openly
scoff at the "scientific" pretensions of sociology and its
claims that society lends itself to the same sort of treatment
that does, say, molecular structure of wombat eggs.
Sociology, in treating men as mere quantities has had a
large role in the processes which have reduced modern men
to the levels in totalitarian states. Sociology allows us to
forget, even demands, that we ignore the humaneness, the
personality and the souls of individuals. In this way,
sociology has become the convenient hand-maiden of
tyranny.
Perhaps rather than questioning why high grades were
given to those who did not study the course material in 101,
we should ask why students are not rewarded, with academic
credit if necessary, for ignoring sociology. A better system
would automatically award evexy undergraduate with
such-and-such hours of credit for not studying sociology in
the hope that it go the way of high-button shoes. The
"discipline" could then be left to the antiquarians to examine
at their leisure, sandwiched between egyptology and
mesozoic glaciation.

* * *
In one of Graham Greene's novels an old man in ragged
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17ze Pay Board will now come to order

r

lette·rs. • •
Dorlaug's Concern

Both of Albuquerque's dailies
gave large coverage last month to
Norman Borlaug's comments on
insecticides, fertiliters, ecologists.
However they failed to mention
his agreement with most
environmentalists on the larger
problems of overpopulation.
To quote his Nobel Peace Prize
acceptance speech: "The green
revolution has won a temporary
success in man's war against
hunger and deprivation • • • But
the frightening power of human
reproduction must also be curbed;
othe~wise, the success of the
green revolution may be
ephemeral only • • • I now urge
much greater research and family
planning programs on the
population control front. Time is
late and. there is not time for
complat:ency."
John T. Tyson, M.l>.

They put their jobs on the line
for their students' sake -and lost
them! Those students who don't
stand behind their TA's are
subjecting themselves to
Tomasson's intellectual elitism; it
is unrealistic to consider
univetsities as playpens for n few
intellectuals.
Those students who can see
that this episode is merely a
manifestation of archaic
administration policies should
think carefully before supporting
this system. We suggest that those
wishing to support the issues that
the TNs have brought up should
organize to register their protest.
Fl'iday, Nov. 19.
Mike Jones
Virginia Ann Herndon

directory, try a little ink
iradicator on it; it makes great
scratch paper.
Chay Rennick for
"The Laguna G.toup"

More Sociology Hassle

It seems to me that Prof.
Tomasson has not been very
sophisticated in firing the thxee
TA's f.tom the sociology
dllpartment.
First there has been a great lack
of professionalism on Prof.
Tomasson's part. He has
demonstrated an astonishing lack
of human relations and
communications by failing to see
and listen to feedback from
students, graduate assistants and
faculty. Comparative information
Bad Deal'!
from student surveys, written
After two and a half months of letters and memos give concrete
not being able to call anybody, we evidence that students are not
were delighted to see the being reached by the information
emergence of the new addition of Prof. Tomasson broadcasts.
Sociology Hnssle
the student directory- delighted,
While studying the sociology of
Tomasson has implied that his that is, until we looked inside.
other departments on campus,
course in introductory sociology
Upon doing so, we found it Tomasson has neglected to collect
is not all that it should be, He says easier to call without the the statistics of the changing
he's going to change the course directory than with it. lt is conditions in his department.
next year, which makes it obvious amazing how many student must
Because he lacks this kind of
that the way it's set up this year is have requested unlisted numbers, info.rmation, Tomasson has
not satisfactory. Therefore, we even oUrselves, though we did not become a poor supervisor of his
ask how the students are supposed k n o w i t • T h e s t u den t s , department.
to perform satisfactorily?
"Poor supervisors tend to act as
particularly the dorm residents,
In our opinion, a freshman must not have wished anyone to a self·appointed censor and block
cOU1'$e should do three things: 1,) know where they lived either · information going up or down."
motivate a student to stay in since their old addresses are listed, • (Redding and Sanborn)
-college, 2.) motivate a student to
O:r. cou!d it be that the
. Second, Tomasson has eliposed
further his education in that field, compliers s1~ply thought that n? h1s own personal hang·ups about
and 3.) give '-im a tool to use in one was gomg to change thelt how he sees himself: as the
his daily life as well as in other address?
manipulator of graduate a$Sistant
fields.
The student directory is just puppets; as the ruler of a
Tomasson 's course is not another addition to the long list community o£ ''intelleciually '
designed to meet these ends. We of inefficiences at this University. unsophisticated students"• as the
feel these goals were being met by In this case, it was a monumental determinant of a who!~ social
the TA's. When he fired three of flop, almost tokenism, or perhaps reality . of how. students really
them, he Ieft their students another method or rooking the respond on sociology exattl!;l.
deprived of what meaningful studentsforadime.
Perhaps the Danforth
education they were getting.
We advise using last year's Committee will be a little mote
·These three TA's didn't give high directory for information. It professional using specific
grad!!s tor personal gain but, we won't help anymore, but at least guidelines when they grade Prof,
feel, more to further motivate it contains numbers you can call if Tomasson.
their students.
you get lonely. As for this year's
Aaron lloward
Page2

PJt~nts

clothes is seen lost in an urban throng. The man is
undistinguished, except for the ring of St. Peter which he
wears on his finger. He is the last Bishop of Rome, the last
Pope, completely insignificant in secular society.
It isn't anyrnore so much the "fotces of history" which
make the Catholic Church increasingly dispensible as much as
the nouveau ···social activism" which brings her into comic
alliance with W. C. Fields-type revolutionists.
The Berrigan farce involved little more than the release of
priestly paranoia and the delusion of the Selective Service as
an apocalyptic evil. The Berrigans, et al., represented not so
much church policy as the froth on that policy along with
the more sinister anti-Americanism lurking in some corners.
As most probably know, a Catholic agency has granted
$157,000 to the "Alianza" of ex-con Tijerina. What Tijerina
plans to do with the loot is anyone's guess.
I called the Archdiocese offices recently to find out what
was up. I talked to a spokesman, a Monsignor, who could not
say how the "Alianza" was going to use the loot, other than
to "attack the roots of poverty."
,
Now, as we all know, what may seem right to Richard will
be wrong to Fidel and vice versa. So Fidel, who believes in
shooting the capitalist swine, will do just the opposite of
Richard when it comes to "attacking the roots of poverty."
Which leads to a problem. How, if the church doesn't know
what Fidel is up to, how does it know if it's what it wants?
Well, I was given the comforting answer that the "Alianza"
will have to file periodical reports! Graham Greene would
have great sport with this approach to Catholic responsibility.
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CHOLLA .A

By DAVE BRANDS
Believe it or not, the Black
Mesa-Four Comers environment
issues are as big in Washington as
they are in New Mexico.
Tha highlight of last week's
Black Mesa hearings was the guest
appearance of Sen. Joseph M.
Montoya on tbe Senate Interior
committee. The committee heard
testimony from Assistant
Secretary of Interior W. T. Pecora
and administrative aids. Montoya,
who is not a member of the
regular committee, was asked to
appear and help intenogate for
the committee as a prime figure

from New Mexico, which has
much at stake in the Black MesaFour Cornets issue outcome.
Montoya called for increased
power rates in California to pay
for pollution control at the Four
Corners power plant near
Farmington.
Shortchanged
"New Mexico is being
environmentally shortchanged in
that it provides raw materials and
power for West Coast cities while
retaining the power plant's
extensive pollution. Users of the
plant's power should help to pay
to con:ect damage to New

Mexico," said Montoya.
The Four Comers power plant
is one of seven coal fired electric
genetating plants located in the
four corners area of Utah,
Ari.zona, Colorado and New
Mexico. Much of the coal comes
from the Black Mesa in western
Arizona and Utah. The two lar!}!lst
coal strip·mines in the United
States are located on the Navajo
and Hopi reservation$ on the
Black Mesa. Strip mining
operations are said to be ruining
nearly 100,000 acres of grazing
land on the reservations.
The Black Mesa Defense group
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.in Santa Fe reports that New
York City and Los Angeles
County combined do not produce
as much "particulate matter"
(visibility reducing smog) as the
Four Corners power plant.
PoUuUon Control
"New Mexico will not serve as
an economic colony to the major
urban centers of the West,"
Montoya told Secretary Pecora.
"The Four Corners plant or any
other plant must not be granted
~grandfather' status just because it
was. built before modern pollution
co nt:rol technology was
developed."

The Senator then requested the
Department of Interior and the
Environmental Protection Agency
to set a "strict" timetable to bring
the Fruitland, N,M. facility up to
the existing control levels of
newly built plants. He was assured
by the Interior staff that 99.8 per
cent of the fly ash emissions
would be retained by the plant by
early 1972, Montoya also
obtained confirmation from
Pecora's staff that any new
technological development for
control of sulphur dioxide would
be a mandatory addition to the
Four Corners plant.
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Profs' Statement Complete
(Editor's Note: The following is the dissenting
addendum to a statement issued yesterday by seven
sociology professors concerning the current TA firing
issue. This portion was inadvertently left out of the text
of the statement printed in yesterday's Lobo. We regret
the error.
The statement called for re-instatement of the T A's
fired, and questioned the f'ning as a possible intrusion
on academic freedom,)
We would like to register our general agreement with
the spirit and substance of this document. However, we
tak.e exception to the following issues which are
numbered separately in the document:
2.) We feel that to the extent the guidelines in
question exist, they ·are unclear. Therefore we do not
feel we can tak.e a stand upon these issues without
further discussion.
5,) We are in total agreement with the second
paragraph. We feel, however, that such phrases in
paragraph one as !!intellectually unsophisticated" and
"neophyte teachers'' are inappropriate but may have
been uttexed in an emotion-laden context.
We wish to stress our deep- regret that the issues
whir.h currently divide us were not resolved in a
previous context of co1legial informality. We hope that
in the futute we can solve our problems within the
department in an atmosphere free of fear and
characterized by the mutual respect and understanding
we have known befoxe.
·
Joseph A. Blake
Patrick H. McNamara

J Pork Service

Fealures Built into the NOCTURNE Three Thirty

• Nil del~rior.tlion with .at;e bet.iuse there•t no
<bm~ins heaL You ufi up«t the s.un~ hi&h qu•!ity

perform•nce-from rhe-11tru- Thirty ewctt .afte-r yeart
of ettensivt u~e.
• A ..,W~I ~fectronit tircui~ .JUiol'n<~lic.JJiy Jwilchet.
FM tuner to ttcrto the tnOITK!nl .a &tem:~ broldcast
11 reteived. Specl.a11i&ht ind!c.Ues fM st~reo f'Ectption. Rll!cflver swilcht"S to it.trad.ard fM .altfcmulic.a1Jy
whm slerw bro.tdCilSt ends.
• Hfgh fpt-al!er d<~mpift3 cohtrofs !txcn•ivc spto~"er
o:tunion to I'YOfd distortion durins shtrp butstJ cf
.aoun<l. Thl1 muh!'ind~an,. ti&hr b.us.
• C::Clntour (or IOw·\lotume lislrnlos maioi.aiM lull

b<~u JespollSe even a~ I~:VciJ whtre b.t"' nOmr.tllt
fJ!Is 'Off. Contour c,an be switched in or out1 .it your

dinretion.

advanced solid s.l~le drcuitry ltc-tps ht~i do\'tn to~
minimum .,~n wh"f'I'J plarins .a.l tull pcMet iMo lour
Jptllcol'l' !ptmu.
• Headphone receptacle ptrmits ~Hon.Jl lislening
Jt> AM,. 1M, 1M !letl!o1 phonopapb or bptos.
• Ccmlinuou~ly v;~ri.tble balant;e conhnl feu ytni
adju!l !olcuo J,.al;~nce to s'Uil atiJusllt: rrquircmtnh
Of your i'oom. l~b 'fOU Si.t fat to on«! side of fOUf
100m .and stilltna1nti11in pe~fect stereo.
•· f •pt Monitor Switch lot ln.tol..ant comparison of
ft'tOfded mat~,>d.lll ~'nd original ·progr.un..
• Ulumiru:rrd t•ll out~ indic.irle functlort rlt.d k
o)1eraiing: AM, FM, FM Slerett~ Phono, Au~.

90 Watt AM-FM Stereo Solid State Receiver
SPECIAL $270.00 WITH HK20 SPEAKER

I
II

I blenf.kd hequt.nq trsponse beyo~d the nomJ~J
range &i"es edt.a 'Je;~liH'n to the ~ounds ybu
ro~n ht.ar. NOt:lbrne 50und is dean~t" mote lraM-

lle;~Jin&
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Reg. $199.95
· Reg. $309.95 w-spkrs.
to"
Reg. $110.00
Professional Tape Cassette
Reg. $229.95
Recorder With Built-In Dolby
Noise Reduction Processor Special $199.95

• O'A11on11.al mtJ:vement tuni"' met..-r shows when
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• lhmt t.ool, imtall• o'lnywhere. wilhout l.uu, Soml!'
lramlstor r~telvtrs
hoi' omd ntiJsl bll'! lnsla\ll'd lrl
a overy spedal way. The Nochirne Three thirty''
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• Noct~me is the most drs;~ntry styled re<elver in
lhe (ield. It fits ptolldly ~ilh ;~ny dl'cor, lhe luning
5C.tl!, moeter.. function lij;hb all disJppcilt beldnd

gframirig l:!honr \'lhen Nodurne Tht~e Thirty is off.
Turn it on and th~ rco:iver tfimes to life in. d~.1t
~tc!l'n that ctimpri'm€:nls lhe goMen •(cent' oUI;nobt
M1d cSrutcheon.
• Scp•tale power ONiO(f swlfch permits- you 10"
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Placement Center 0 ppOrtunities Overlooked

Co·untry R~cl(ers Hit City;
Play Long, Please Many

Technicai, Business, Accounting Degrees Count Highest for Employment
By SAM DUBOIS
Last week a recruiter for an
insurance company was on
campus, Although he was dealing
with an extremely lucrative
profession, his schedule of
interviews was far from full. At a
time when it is so hard to find a
job, hardly anyone seems to be
looking,
Reese Smith, associate and
acting director of the Placement
Center, and Jim Palmer, assistant
director in charge of educational
placement, talked more about this
situation.
"We are in this depression,"
said Smith, "both economically,
and from an oversupply of college
graduates, but we still find notes
of optimism. It's a different
ballgame, though. The employers
are mot·e selective today, picking
off the cream of the crop."
.Any Well Prepared
"There will always be room for
a good chemist, teache.r, or
musician who is well-rounded in
his speciality. Anyone who is
well-prepared can find what ha is
look.ing for, but he may have to
look harder," said Palmer,
One example is the insurance
recruiter. He was looking t'or

people to fill positions paying
perhaps $20,000 within two
years, a job in commission sales
that can lead to many other facets
of the insurance business having
little to do with sales.
"Some people," said Palmer,
'' m!ly have to !!Iter their personal
goal, but they can begin in selling
and soon move to management."
However, the Placement Center
finds it difficult to fill schedules
for commissipn sales
intarviewers,"
Over-Production
Smith and Palmer listed some
of the current employment
trends, Smith adding first that, "If
you follow the trends too closely,
you can get either an
over-production or the reverse,
An example is teaching. The
teacher surplus now is a result of
the shortage years ago, and there
may be another shortage later on
if enough people avoid teaching
because of the current surplus."
Thesl) are some of these current
trends in types of employers
doing a lot of hiring: financial
(banking, finance, insurance,
accounting); petroleum, the major
oil companies; chemical and allied
products manufacturing; and

certain areas within the
electronics industry th<~t are "on
the upturn."
Technical Better
As to majors, technical degrees
are generally better as far as
employment is concerned. Of the
non-technical degrees, accounting
and business do the best. While "it
has always been sticky for'
liumllnities majors," their
opportunities include government
jobs, further education, or
self-employment.
Some oecupations with a large
hiring demand include: business
(flnaneial functions, management
tr;~inee programs), chemistry and
chemical engineering, c::ounseling
for schools and industry, physics
and engineering, dieticlan work,
and, of course, medicine. Some
doing no~ so well are teac:hing,
except for some araas, pharmacy,
and jobs connected with math or
life science majors, Government
employment has been curtailed.
Blue Collar
A major source for these
statements is the Labor Dept.'s
survey published in U.S. News and
World Report, Oct, 25 and Sept,
6,
"If there is really any trend,"

Planet 10 May Be Beyond Pluto
CAMBRIDGE, England
(UPI)- A lOth planet may be
orbiting the sun out beyond the
planet Pluto, a Cambridge
University astronomer said
Wednesday.
Dr. David W. Dewhirst, chief
observer at Cambridge University

DID YOU KNOW?
You can qualify for the Air
l•'orcc Education and Commissioning program with a 2.0
grade point average. Go Air
Force ROTC.

Observatory, said irregularities in
the orbit of Neptune, eighth
planet from the sun, indicated the
possible presence of another
body.
"But I must emphasille that at
present this is only a notion, the
result of theoretical studies by a
group of scientists here at
Cambridge and by a colleague in
the United States," Dewhirst said.
''Admittedly, {tis an interesting
idea- but at the moment it is one
full of doubt as well," he said, "It
is by no means a certainty."
The planet Pluto, discovered
and named by astronomers at the
Over 30

Olffcxent

Sandwiches
Mon-Sat

11 a.m.• ·3 a.m.

Sun

11 a.m.~1 a.m.
1600 Central SE
842·6736

Lowell Observatory in the United
States in 1930, circles the sun on
a widely elliptical orbit beyond
Neptune, carrying it 4,6 million
miles from the sun at its fatthest
and 2. 7 million miles at its closest.
Dewhirst said the U.S. Naval
Observatory at Washington, D.C.,
h-as been observing and
photographing the orbit of
N ept1,1ne and its area of the
heavens for several years, and has
supplied photographs from which
the present studies have been
made.
"Let us make no mistake," the
Cambridge astronomer said. "It is
going to be a long • difficult,
tedious search. If the object exists
at all it will be faint and small.
But if despite that it is there, we
hope to find it."

said Smith, "it's toward
blue-collar work." He emphasized,
though, that it is the nature of
trends to change.
There is also somewhat of n
lack of certain kinds of
information about the trends, and
what there is, isn't always
"funneled down" to those who
need it: counselors, employers,
and students. Smith suggested two
solutions to this situation: a
survey funded jointly by
government, industry, and
education, and a follow-up
program at the Placement Center,
drawing mostly on "feedback
from the Alumni Association.''
This latter program is now in
progress,
140 to 1
One survey, by the Association
for School, College, and
University Staffing, demonstrated
the f&ct that "trends" must be
examined closely. It stated that,
altho u gh the ratio Of people
.applying for teaching jobs to job
openings was 140:1, there were
vacancies in industrial arts, special
education, science, mlll>ic, library
science, girls' p.e., and home, ec.
There is also a great demand for
"good, qualified minority
teachers," said Palmer.
Also, despite the teacher
surplus, "a teacher willing to go
anywhere can find a job," Smith
added. "Most people relegate
themRelves to a geographical
preference, or want to stay in the
urban areas." Palmer called
teaching in a smaller community
"the best training a teacher can

J

In. the geographical field his
studies cover various aspects of
the balance between population
and resources with particular
emphasis on key evaluation of
population densities and the role
or ttade and fisheries in world
reeding.
.
In 1966 he was elected a fellow
of the 300-member World

GS I 02 Freshman Reading Seminar [3 Credit Hours]
Broad, general reading and class discussion for freshmen with Senior General Honors students acting as
instructors and discussion leaders under faculty
direction.
Sections will have about 10 freshman students with two sen·
iors as instructors and discussion leaders. Most of the reading
material will b,e chosen by the class. For students who later enroll
in ~he General Honors Program, the credit will fulfill part of
the course requirement for General Honors.

dally lunch~n speclol
AUTHENTIC LEBANESE fOOD

~cademy of Arts and Sciet;ce.~e
1s a fellow of 25 other $ClentlfiC
and technical academies and
professional organizations in the
U.S. and other nations,
The Swedish Educational
Associations in 1968 gave him the
international Soc::rates Pri:~;e, MSU
In 1969 gave
rofessor of food science and of
economic geography at Michigan
State University. His ap_pointment
continues a series of eminent
scholars named to the prestigious
post at UNM.
•
Borgstrom, a U.S. citizen since
1962, is a prolific writer and
editor, concentrating most on his
research in fish, fruits and
vegetables.
He founded and directed two
major .food research institutes in
Sweden and these developed
important data on the use of food
resources, food freezing and
frozen food bacteriology.
In the geographical field his
studies cover various aspects of
the balance between population
and resources with particular
emphasis on key evaluation of
population densities and the role
of trade a11d fisheries in world
feeding.
In 1966 he was elected a fellow
of the 300-member World
Academy of Arts and Science, He
is a fellow of 25 other scientific
and technical academies and
professional organizations in the
U.S. and other nations.
The Swedish Educational
Associations in 1968 gave him the
international Soc::rates Pti:~;e. MSU
in 1969 gave him its Distinguished
Faculty Award, the highest
distinction granted by Michigan
State.
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over it.
The New Riders were gre;~t and
well-received, but it was the
Grateful Dead who made the
evening what it was. While the
New Riders stuck to their country
habits, the Dead threw in more of
their "harder" stuff, even a bit of
the old "psychedelic jam." They
got it on at times~ really got it
on - but only in brief spurts.
That was okay with me. Their
first number wa& around 6:30
p.m., the la8t one around 12:15
a,m.; five and a half hours of the
Dead's getting' · it • on would
have been exhausting, but as it
was I left feeling very refreshed,
and content, renewed rather than
drained.
The Dead are such masters of
the rock idiom. They had perfect
control the entire time. They
would often taka what ~eemed
like an interminable time to build
up even a small well of tQnsion,
mostly just gliding along smoothly
until suddenly the bottom
dropped out of the world and
they started to really wail;
evoking a spontaneous, delirious,
united manic reaction from the
crowd. I've never ~een anything
quite like it here.
The mood of the concert,
however, was one of mellowness,
largely generated by the music,
but helped along by the
smoothness of ·the event all a
whole. There was no trouble at
all, inside or out, Good, Let's
keep it mellow, We need many
more concerts like this great one.
Charles Andrews

Nader s

Visiting Prof Receives n
\) Prestigious UNM Post U

The Undergraduate Seminar Program

For more information and registration go to the Honors
Center or call277 -22.01, any clay except Tuesday, November 16,
1971.

Photos by Jjm Hacfnel

Jerry Garcia, Bob Weir,and Phil Lesh of the Grateful Dead

!l

The General Honors Program

A NEW GENERAL STUDIES COURSE

Country music came to New
Me:oc:ico, and the natives loved it.
That staatement, while an
accurate comment on Wednesday
night's Grateful Dead/New Riders
of the Purple Sage concert, is a
contradiction on several levels. Of
course, New Mexico has been
country mu~>ic territory for
decades; once you set foot outside
Albuquerque, it's Cowboy
Co1,1ntry. But country and western
music has never been much more
popular with the "urbane" youth
of Albuquerque than with those
of Jersey City, Cleveland, or
Seattle. Especially not since the
Beatles opened up everyone's
consciousness to rock,
, But the best of the rock artists,
including the Beatles and the
Rolling Stones, have always
recognized the validity of country
tunes and lyrics (remember "Act
Naturally" and "What Goes On,"
"Hanky Tonk Women" and
"Love In Vain"?), though they
usually disguised them behind
rock fixtures. Now, however,
groups like the Grateful Dead and
especially, the New Riders, throw
in steel guitars, riffs straight from
the Grand 01' Opry stage, and
songs by Merle Haggard- C&W
has .become respectable in the
rock world.
But is what they played
Wednesday really country music?
I would say yes, while admitting
the point is debatable. But why
debate it? Just &dmit it's about as
countryfied as rock is going to
get, and that the capacity crowd
at the Civic Auditorium went wild

nc:::.::.:::."::::::;.:.:::::::.::::::·:;:xz.:·::=:":-;t.';;:;::~:::::z::·:;;,,,,o,:.:::·::.;.:::::c:.:::.~;:::::-:.:·:;::;-:,~:.::::::'.:n

... Georg Borgstrom, world
authority on food resources and
their utilization has been named
the Popejoy Vi~itng Professor for
1972 from Jan 24 to March 3 at
UNM.
•
The Swedish-born scientist is a
professor of food science and of
economic geography at Michigan
Indian dialects are spoken by State University. His appointment
about seven pe:r cent of the people continues a series of eminent
Mexico.
scholars named to the prestigious
post at UNM.
Borgstrom, a U.S. citi:~;en since
1962, is a prolific writer and
editor, concentrating most on his
research in fish, fruits ami
vegetables.
He founded and directed two
major food research institutes in
Sweden and these developed
important data on the use of food
resources, iood freezing and
frozen food bacteriology.

IIHHonnee

get," doing many different jobs
instead of being "one of a
multitude of teachers in a big-c::ity
school."
Must Analyze
"A student," ~;aid Palmer,
"must analy:~;e what he wants to
rlo, set goals that are attainable,
go out, and find an employer,
using ev.ery bit of ingenuity he's
got," Employers, he said, are
increasingly "hard-nosed on their
criteria," so one should be careful
not to "waste his college
experience." They want not just
"good students," but a "total
peraon," who can not only
assimilate knowledge, but lead.
Smith made the point that, "in
some ways, education is a
postponement of maturity," He
advised that summer, part•time, or
volunteer work, or even a year of
work befor~> roll~>g~>, wonlrl hPlp
the individual become more
mature and get a better picture of
life.
Switching
"The great majority,"
according to Palmer, "never stay
with their first job. There's a lot
of switching around." He
1·ecommended that students "get
as many fac:ts as you can before
making a deeision, treating
opinions as opinions."
One place to get facts and
opinions is the Placement Center.
Like the Counseling Center and
the Univcrsfty College's
counselors, they provide an
"informal, open-door policy."
Their "number-one concern" is
breaking down walls.

Unusual as Usual . . .

.....

The New Mexleo Lobo ls l>ublt.hed
dally every r~ular week o! . the Uni•
versitY Year by the. Board of Student
l'ublications of the Associated Students
o£ the Univernity of New Mexico, and is
not financially assoclal:<!d with UNM.
Second class noste.gc pnid ilt Albuquer•
que, New Mexieo, 87106. Subscription
rat.. is $7 lot the academic year.
The or>lnlons expressed on the <!di·
torial pages or Thl! Lobo are those o£
the author solely, Unsigned ollinfon is
that of the edit.orinl board ot The Lobo.
1-!.othing rtecCS!Jarify reproaenls the vieWs
o, the Associated Students or the University of New Mexico.
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Varied· w·orl(s On Exhibit
II Prisoner-~·M edia Contact Taboo
At Jon son Gallery Sunday ~~
Guards, Parolees Included ln Ruling
A varied exhil;lition of 16 works
selected from the permanent
collection will open at Jonson
Gallery on the UNM campus
Sunday from 3 to 6 p,m.
The exhibition will continue
through Dec. 17 with the gallery
open every day except Mondays
from noon to 6 p.m.
The works represent several
media and schools and date from
1912 to this year.
The oldest is an oil painting,
"Conversation," by a Chicago
artist Harry Moschiem Craig, · a
friend of gallery director
Raymond Jonson ·when Jonson
studied art in Chicago 60 years
agp,
Other early works include a
1934 painting, "Still Life-Fruit
and Bottle," by B. J, C. Nordfeldt
of Taos, a 1923 pencil and ink
caricature of John D. Rockefeller
Sr. by Erik Johan Smith, and a
1930 mystic impression in oil,
"The Voice," by Agnes Pelton,
one of the artists who had been
represented in the Armory Show,

FUN

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
mry Tue,

5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at

UnlY~rsit)'
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Other artists represented are
Jerry Romotsky, a ).966 oil
"Billards II" which is being shown
for the first time; Clinton Adams,
a 1963 lithograph "Requiem"

At Prices You Can Afford

7611 MENAUL NE

296-6978

•

The long-awaited bicycle
"corral" sponsored by ASUNM
and the administrl!tion is .finally
t? become ~ realJty, The. rack,.
s1tuated behmd Agora, Wlll be
open bc.ginning Monday from 8
a.m. until 5 p.m.

(Continued from page 1)

administration degree at UNM.
The item was placed on the
agenda by BEF member Ken
White, ASUNM president,
White is expected to make a
presentation to the BEF Saturday
in favor of continuation of the
degree,
The four-year degree was
dropped some two years ago in
favor of a 3•2 master's program.
ASUNM officials, and an ad hoc
committee of students in the
School of Business, are attempting
to have the degree re-instated. The
full faculty of the School of
Business is also considering the
question.
The BEF must approve any
changes in degree offering at the
state's universities.

'
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The National Players
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(America's finest classical Repertoire Theater)
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THE MISER
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Moliere's Hilarious Expose of Avarice

Tuesday, November 23-8:15 P·l'D;·
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Shakespeare's Gallop to Bed-Lock

,.fAMING OF THE SHREW
We~nesday,

November 24--8:15 p.ni.
(Benefit performance A.A.U.W.)
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Tichets: Adults 4.00) 3.50) 3.00, 2.50) 2.00
UNM Students with activity card lj2 price
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bicycle~

at

a grand total

of $7291.39, said Ben Prinkey,
A:SUNM Senator. Although the
bicycle racks to be pro.vided by
~e administration have. not been
mstalled, attendants Will be· on
duty,

Students h~ed by ASUNM will
be at the lot ;ill day five days a
week, The service
be
discontinued during :I'hanksgivi!lg
break. Pdnkey said it will be the
individual student's responsibility
to remove his bicycle before 5
p.m.
·

will

Saturday, the BEF will consider
the- question of residency of
18· 2 0-year·olds. Currently,

residency for students in that age
group is determined by the
residency of the student's parents.

Soc TA's Issue Statement
(Continued from page 1)

hann to others, he or she may not
be summarily dismissed; i.e., he or
she must be presumed innocent
until proven guilty," the TA
statement said,
The TA statement also asserted
that the reasons given by
Sociology Chairman Richard
Tomasson for Linda
Hundermark's firing were false.
Hundermark was the fourth
highest grader even though

Tomasson said .he fired the three
highest graders, theTA's said.
The assistants agreed with
Tomasson that grades should give
the student a realistic appraisal of
his performance, but said grades
must be based on fair grading
criteria, not the 2.6 average
Tomasson chose.
"As graduate assistants, we feel
that our professional ethics are
violated (by Tomasson's grade
directive)," the assistants said.

China Photo-taking No Problem
(Continued from page 1)

everywhere as well as family
pia nn in g, '' Ms. Woodard
explained,
"Free abortion is on demand,
they encourage late marriages,"
she continued. "They won't have
a crisis from that in the future.''
Woodard said t11ey asked many
young people how many children
they wanted and the answer was
two.
Lack of Teachers
Since 1949, China has
improved from a point where 80
per cent of the people could not
read or write their language to
where 90 per cent of the school
age children are in primary school.
Ms. Woodard stated, ''A lot of
older people are going back to
college, they are called veteran
workers."
The people are also trying to
encourage students from peasant
families to go on to the university
revel.
Students in China are not
allowed to go directly into college
out of high school but are
required to work for several years.

Then they may return to school
\vith recommendations from their
fellow wotkers.
The p.roblem in China's
educational system now is their
lack of teachers and classroom
spaces,
The three scholars' attitude is
that China has taken care of its
own problems, although they still
have much progress before them.

..

"'

The Woodards and Levin will
spea~ about China and its
admission to the United Nations
in an appearance at UNM's Keller
Hall at 8 p.m. tonight.
Admission to the lecture, which
will feature tapes and films, is free
to all UNM and University of
Albuquerque students, faculty,
and staff. Admission for others is
$1.50 for adults and $1 for
students. In addition, the three
will be on the UNM campus today
visiting classes and with students
and faculty.
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Last yE!ar, stolen
UNM amounted to

Budget Facing BEF Review Saturday

J

~

inadeqUate medical treatment,
denial o£ access to attorneys, and
censorship of all letters, with
criticism.
In Wednesday's meeting, the
committee pointed out that in
th.e new budgd for the
penitentiary, no provision is made
for education.
Collecting Information
Also pointed out was the fact
that all information isuing from
the prison must be with the
consent of the warden, and
Tuesday's ruling is only a
restatement of the pxesent policy.
The committee also discussed
the possibility of collecting
information from prisoners and ·
parolees about their experiences,
This information would be
confidential and U$ed with
discretion, to protect those
involved.

Bike 'Corral' to Be~ome Rea. lity

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Leach said permission to speak
before groups would be granted if
the p~trolee signed a written
agreement making himself
personally accountable for any
misinformation, give only
first·hand knowledge and provide
a tape recording of the complete
proceeding in whic'h he
participates.
Blatantly Dlegal
In a new& release the CCCC
stated, "The gags are blatantly
illegal, violate the Constitutional
rights of the citizens involved, and
block the Public's right to know
what is going on at the
penitentiary, and deprive them of
their right to work for peaceful
social reform through the
democratic process."
The group charged the state's
pJ:ison system with several other
inadequacies. Among them are

Long-Awaited Safeguard
completed following the death of
John Kennedy; John Skolle, a
1970 acrylic ''U.F.O.;" William
Vaughan Howard, a 1960 untitled
oil,
Don Ivers, a 1954 oil "Of
Igneous Origin No, 6;'' Jeff
Russell, 1971 inks drawing
"Improvisation;" Ed Garman,
1956 oil numbered 493; Stuart
Walker, 1939 oil numbered 61;
Julio Juristo, 1969 serigraph on
plexiglas "Colorama;" Beatrice S.
Levy, 1955 oil ''Gestures of the
Dance;" Frank Walker, 1959 oil
"Forest Series No. 19;" and Billy
R. Stanton, 1969 acrylic
"Tunnel."

STEREO COMPONENTS
M-W-F Until9 pm

The Citizens Concerned about
Corrections ·committee (CCCC)
Wednesday stated they were
shocked at the ruling•by the State
Parole Board which stated no
prisoner, parolee or guard may
talk to the mass meilia.
Howard Leach, secretary of
corrections, said Tuesday that the
parolees "shall not join or attend
any meeting or participate in any
manner in the activities of any
group or any organization which
is involved in social action or
reform with<JUt the written
permission of their parole
officer."
No Interviews
He also said that no one ''may
be interviewed by the mass media
as a matter of routine." Leach
said permission would be granted
for intfirviews "upon
substantiation of need."

RECORDS, pipes, papers, dips, incense, candles, oils,

Indian prints, Rolling devices, Comix and on and on •..

Mad Man Across The Water
Elton John $3.-56

New Led Zeppelin $3.56
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Ethnic Study School Plan· Wins Recognition
'

l

Math Grad Student Earns 'Honorable Men~ion' for Proposal

A proposal to establish a
School of Ethnic Studies has won
a UNM mathematics gradLtate
student ~on~nable Men~ion
Recognition m the Amem:an
Association for Higher Education
Southwest · R.e~iolJ.ai Council
· sllmmer competltl(>n,
Armando Rosario Gingras' idea
would essentially be an exte~sion
of the present UNM Chicano
Studies Program, he explained.
His plan ·for such a school,
outlined in his presentation ~n the
Council's "Model Program for
C\lltural Plurali~m in Higher
Education" contest, is based on
the large number of Mexican·
Americans in the Southwest.
Group Identity
"Today Mexican· Americans
are in the process of establishing a
group identity and attempting to
change their image in their own
eyes arid in the Anglo's eyes,"
Gingras' report noted. "This is a
difficult, traumatic proce!>S for all
concerned and it is the young that
carry the brunt of the work."

The report contin-ues by noting
that while present leaders in the
proc:ess of change in the MexicanAmerican community are qu.ite
noteworthy, new leaders With
more sophistication al).d training
will be ne.edeel to deal with future
problems m the movement,
!!These new leaders will
prob~t~l.Y come from the ranks of
the mlhtant youth movements of
today," Gingras said, "These
leader.s must be given the proper
analytic tools and professional
perspectives so that they may ·find·
the knowledge and wisdom to
helpthemselvesandtheirpeople."
In an interview after being
notified by his high finish .in the
AAHE contest, the Los Angeles,
Calif., native said that the
establishmept of a separate School
?f Ethnic studies would be an
Ideal place to train such leaderll of
the future. He said that such a
sc h() ol, with autonomous
administration and faculty, would
not be dependent on the whim of
department heads who determine

whether or not they will sponsor a
course under the present Chicano
Studies system at U:NM.
Learn to ltespect .
"The myth of the meltmg pot
is being exposed," Gingra!l noted,
~'Wear~ still very separate p;oples
1 n thts coulJ.try. Mexican •
Americans are not going to
Mexico and Anglo-Americans will
not go away. If these two cultures
are to survive, each must Jearn to
respect the other and live in peace
side· by- side,"
None of the courses in Gingras'
proposed .School of Ethnic
StudieswouldbeinSpanishonly:
"If you are going to Jive in the
United States, you better know
how to speak .English," he says.
"You can speak other languages,
like Spanish, if you wish, but
without English, you'll n~jver
make it. Secondly, many
non-Spanish speaking people
interested in Mexican· American
problems would be able to
participate in these courses."
In his proposal to AAHE, the

UNM mathematician noted 11 .for a Bachelor's of Ethnic StudieH.
reasons for establishing his school. He listed $30·40 000 as initial
He pointed out the need for planning and study needs with
c.ultural pluralism, the alter~ative $350-450,000 as first' year
ltfe·style offered by Mexican· financing and $250·350 000 each
American culture, and the desire year thereafter.
'
for .a forum .of discussion of
Gingras is working on his
Mex1can • Amertcan movements as doctorate in mathematics under a
someol.'thesereasons.
grant from Ford Foundation
Ethnic Awareness
through its progrilm of Advanced In the school, Gingras would Study Fellowshit::s for Mex:ican .
have ·only Mexican- American Americans.
faculty members, a large library in
His wife Miriam of Austin
this area, a counseling center Tex. help~d Gingr~s with th~
suited for work with Mexican· prop'osal which entailed reading
.Atneric~tns, and admit for degrees six: books and writing the entire
only Mexican· American reportwithin15days.
students. Special programs would
Chemistry
include an ethnic awareness
Dr. Walter Lwowski, New
program, college preparation
program (similar to the present Mexico State .University research
UN M College Enrichment professor of chemistry, will speak
Program), tutorial program, and at a UNM colloquium Friday at
community extension, new 4:30 p.m. in room 101 of the
directions, work· study and chemistry building.
Dr. Lwowski's talk on
ethnic arts programs.
Also in the proposal Gingras carbonylnitrenes' decomposition
listed several of the' possible and intersystem crossing is free
courses and degree requirements and open to all interest~ pe!sons.

Reagan Against Connally Amistad Looking for New 'Home'
As Nixon's Running Mate
FRENCH LICK, Ind. (UPI)Gov. Ronald Reagan of California,
contending it was wrong for "the
new kid in school to wind up
being teacher's pet," said
Thursday he was dead against
Treasury Secretary John
Connally, a Democrat, as
President Nixon's 1972 running
mate.
Reagan told a news conference
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew has
"done a great job and sho-uld be
on the ticket." He said Connally
would be "suspected of
opportunism" if he switched
parties to run with Nixon.
The rejection of Connally by
the unofficial leader of GOP
conservatives, coupled with an
equally sharp denunciation by
liberal Massachusetts Gov. Francis
W. Sargent of "inflammatory
rhetoric" by party leaders, lifted
the calm that settled over this
sleepy
resort
as GOP
governors
began their
winter
conference.
Urged Nixon
Agnew arrived for a closed
meeting with the governors
shortly after Reagan and Gov.
Louie Nunn of Kentucky, the
outgoing chairman of the
conference, urged Nixon to keep
Agnew on the ticket,
Gov. William G. Milliken of
Michigan :;aid the choice was up
to Nixon,· not the governors. But
Milliken told newsmen he did not
feel Agnew should be retained on
the ticket simply to appease
conservatives unhappy over some
of the President's foreign policy
and economic moves.
Reagan had criticism for the
administration about the ouster of
Taiwan from the United Nations
and its replacement by mainland
China. He said the state
department should have advised
Nixon that his forthcoming trip to
China and his willingness to admit
the communist state to the United
Nations would inevitably lead to
Taiwan's expulsion.
"I am critical that the President
was so surprised at the outcome,"
Reagan said.
'Rhetoric'
Sargent issued a statement
urging party officials~
particularly the editors of the
Republican National Committee
publication "Monday"- to cease
the "highly charged, highly
inflammatory rhetoric'' that he
said was keeping .the young and
the blacks out of the party.
"It is not sufficient to mouth
platitudes announcing that our
party is open to everyone
regardless of race, cteed or party
label," he said. "We must actively
recruit and attract more diverse
groups into the party,"
He warned that these efforts
"must be broadcast, not buried
in , , , the doctrinaire, rigid and
negative approach that it is so
easy to slip into,"
Good Conscience
Milliken, who bad similarly
criticized the party a y!'al' ago,
!~:tid h!' 11ow fN•b that Nixcm Ji,ll

changed his ways and has
established a :recoxd that he can
Guppo:rt in good conscience.
The Michigan gov·erno:~;,
however, sent a letter to GOP
National Chairman Robert Dole
insisting that governors be given a
major role in setting the party's
policy for Nbton's campaign.
Nunn, in opening remarks,
urged his colleagues to stop
defendhtg Nixon and start
counter· attacking against
"political pa:rasites" among the
Democratic candidates.
He singled out Sens. EdmundS.
Muskie (D-Maine), Hubert H.
Humphrey (D· Minn.}, Edward M.
Kennedy (D·Mass.), and Birch
Bayh (D·Ind.) as leaders who had
sat idly by while Democrats·wrot~
"the sad legacy of war, inflation
and ineptness bestow~>d upon this
country by the leaders' and
would-be leaders of the

to get space in Mesa Vista,
although the space would be
admittedly temporary since Mesa
Vista is undergoing substantial
changes.
Louis Sanchez, one .of three
Amistad coordinators, asked the
Union Board to reconsider the
decision, but the board held firm
and refused. Sanchez' Plea for
space came up against the hard
reality that space is at a premium
with many organization~
.~~e~g for t~fe.w available

rooms.
"This will be our third move in
under two years," Sanchez said.
Do Not Write In This Space

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin-op Dry·Cieo~ing
and Laundry

Counselor Always on Puty
2106 Centrol S.E.
• 247·0836

Welcome
Students & Professors

SIMON'S TEXACO

e

SERVICE ·

·

Complete
Automotive Sen.Jice
242-0096

Serving a complete line of Chinese&
·
mertcanfood-Diningroomandcarry-outAllY C E

A

ou an at
Shmorgasbord
Lunch $1.35

•

e
e

evenings
holidays
Sundays

$1.69

2100Central SE
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Diamond Solitaires.
A brilliant idea
to win her over
this Christmas.
If you've been planning to pop the
question in time for a
holiday wedding-we
have the persuasion
you need to make her
say, "Yes.'' Come see.
Our diamond solitaire collection is
second to none. Our designs in
14 karat gold speak for
tpen1selves-and you.

.ZALES®

,
Oiam<lrtd Solitaire
bridal set,

~ig·zag dt>~i&n

$225.00

JEWELERS

~y, how youw changed
:Oowntown-nts Central SW
Five Poitlt$ Shopping Cenccr
Wintock
••• student accounts invited

Diamond Solitaire

pear· shoped

$850.00

Free Gilt Wrap.

·

l~ya~ay now for Christmas. Or, charge il.
Zo1.e-s (U!>ICirtl (hJrp,e •l..<tlc!i R~~ulvn'Y, c:h.lr~e

Diamond
Solitaire
bridal sel,
$159.95
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CAMPUS BRIEF§
Linguistics

Gloda Moore
Soph.

Brenda Pettis
Fr.

Debbie Taylor
So ph.

Beverly Weaver
Sr.

Gina Harvey will speak on
"Some Remarks About Language
Pedagogy for the Congeni.tally
Dea£" to the Linguistics Club
Nov. 21 at 7 p.m., Ortega Hall,
~oom 153.

C:~.

Wanda Juzang
Fr.

Angela Roper
Fr.

Carrie Ladson
Fr.

~

EQ.na Kella
Fr.

I
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1

I
'
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Betty Kellar
Jr. Ms. Black N.M.
Moderator

Louella Houston
Jr. 69·70 Sweetheart
' '
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i
l

!
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L --- J,

Angela G-uzang
Jr.

the

best

Lydia Pinto
Jr.

Pat Dicerson
Fr.

23¢
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'Manye
Womo' Festival Saturday
F=======================9
i

Henry's Drive-In j
1 16 Central 9 am to 11 ain

~:fttwJt~g~

e
e
e

e

cutom framing
ready made frames
low prices

e

complete selection of
art supplies
l5%off to students

&: professors
all kinds of original Chinese hand Mon.-Fri.g:oo-5 : 30
paintings-scrolls-screens-walljJajJer
Sat. m:oo-I}:J!o
Imports direct from China
Sun. 12!00·!)!30
9649 Menaul.NE-Eubaflk at Menaul

HANDS FREE ===<=========QI
SUPER SOUND
TC IIOA
withCASSETTE PORTABLE

8

Built in Microphone
AC/Battery
Tape counter
End of tape alarm

119.95

"Manye Womo" will be the
theme of the annual Sweetheart
Dance that is sponsored by the
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity,
Saturday, November 20, to
attribute the black women from a
black prospective.
"Manye Womo" meaning "The
Crowning of a Queen," comes
from the language spoken in
Ghana, Africa and is part of the
fraternity's effort to stress the
African and Arro·American
Heritage of the black people on
campus.
During the entertainment of
the evening, the sweetheart qullen
will be chosen from a field of
twelve candidates. Louella

Houston, the present sweetheart
The dance has no required
queen, will also be present at the attire and persons attending are
dance, The crowning ceremony urged to "do their own thing" as
will be narrated by Betty Keller, to clothing. The Omega's al$o urge
who is presently Miss Black, New · ev~ryone to attend with or
Mexico.
without a date.
Among some of the
The dance will be held at the
entertainment of the night, the Hilton Hotel and tickets may be
Brothers of Omega will perform a purchased in advance from any
rhort skit to express the unity of Omega fraternity member for
the black people,
$2.00. Tickets at the door v.;n be
Sam Johnson of the Omega Psi $2.50. More information can be
Phi fraternity hopes that many obtained by calling the Black
persons wi&attend the dance.
Studies Cente~ at 277-3900,
"'!'he enti~e night and
everything that will be put on
should simplify black culture for
WASHINGTON (UPI)-An
both blacks and whites," he
American Bar AssociatiQn group
explained.
wants President Nixon to name a
"qualified woman" to one of two
vacancies on the U.S. Supreme
Court.
The Committee on Rights for
Women said in a letter
hand-delivered to the White House
Friday that it "strongly objects to
the conclusion of your
Administration, as recently
reported in the press, that it is
unable to discover a woman of
sufficiently distinguished legal
background to warrant
nomination to the Supreme
Court."
The group, headed by Sylvia
Roberts of Baton Route, La., said
there are plenty of qualified
women who "merit serious
consideration."

CORDUROY SUITS

Pre-Register for

OR

THEOLOGY

TC 60
ECONOMY
CASSETTE PORTABLE
AC/Battery
Hand held Microphone mtfl~:!l~~l]~
You never heard 1t so
49 •95
OPEN

F~l.

3 hrs. credit
Spring semesterOld Testament Studies
A survey~Political and
social background;
Evolution of catton;
Concepts of epistemology
and inspiration; Critical
analysis of texts.

good,

NITES 'til 9 PM

30 II MONTE VISTA N.E.

I' lace:

Registration now open

(Near Girard & Central N.E.)

DIAL 255·1695
Aileen & Herbert Briggs

Canterbury Chapel ·

HOUSE·

425 University, N.E.
Instructor: Fr. Crews, ThM
Cost: Sl!r,.oo plus books
Time: Tuc. & Thur.; 1:go·g:oo

Open to all students
Pagl'8

NEW MEXICO LOBO

•

Disabled Students Meet
Disabled Students Organizati<m
will meet at 4 p.m. Nov, 1.9 in
Johnson Gym 21.0-A.

Sociology Lecture

Feliche Leonardo Busglia will
speak Nov. 20 at the Hilton Hotel
Philosophy Colloquium
from 9 a.m. until noon. Students
Victor Goodman will read a of Sociology 101, Sections 8, 20,
paper, "Two Concepts of 32, and 35 are invited,
Perpetual Reality," Nov. 19 at a
philosophy coHoquium at 3 p.m.
Las Campanas
in the department library.
Groups interested in
particjpating in the Song Fest may
obtain information and
Theatre
applications
from Las Campanas
Tickets are now available at the
University Theatre box office for in· the Union Activities Office
"All the King's Men," opening before 5 p.m. Nov. 24.
Wednesday, Nov. 17 at Keller Hall
Young Demos
in the fine arts department. The
Larry Bye o£ Eugene
University Theatre production
also plays Nov. 18, 20 and 21. McCarthey's campaign stafl:' will
speak at a meeting sponsored by
·Curtain time is 8:15.
the Young Democrats in Union
250-A at 3 p.m, Nov. 22.
Friends of Art
The Frienda of Art of
Albuquerque is sponsoring the
Gennan Club
fourth annual Buck Bohemia fund
There will be a mandatory
raising event, Nov, 20 at 8 p.m. in meeting for all members and
the Cutter Hanger of the interested persons of the German
Albuqucrcru.r! !ntc:n!ltional Club Nov. 22 at 3:30 in the third
Airport.
floor lounge in Ortega Hall to plan
Funds raised will be 1.1sed in to for a Christmas party.
help reach $10,000 in matching
funds necessary to receive a
Janie Hones Recital
$10,000 ~ant from the National · The junior recital of Janie
Endowment for the Arts,
Hones, soprano, will be Nov. 22 in
The UNM Art Museum rt.>ecived Keller Hall at 8:15 p.m. Student
the grant last August, with the recitals are open and free to the
stipulation that matching funds be public.
raised in addition to those
normally going to the museum•
Recorder Recital
John Truitt will give his junim:
Environmental Workshop
The Environmental Education recital on the recorder Nov. 23 at
Workshop will be held at UNM 8:15 in Keller Hall. It is free and
Nov. 20 and 21. Nationally open to the public.
known environmentalists will
Gail Allen Recital
speak, and seminars and field trips
The senior recital of Gail Allen,
are planned,
Send $5 pre-registration fee to pianist, will be at 4 p.m. Nov, 28
Environmental Education, PO in Keller Hall. She will be assisted
Box 8172, Albuquerque, 87108. by David Barela on the baritone
If you wish extension credit for and Kathy Simpson on the piano.
graduat9 level courses, include a
Margaret Gurley
separate check made out to UNM
Mezzo • soprano, Ma~garet
for $15,
For further information call Gurley, will give her junior recital
Wendy Aeschliman at 298·7846 Dec. 5 at 8:15p.m. in Keller Hall.
or Cathy Lebeck at 296·5747.

Scientists Speak

Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratories scientists Dr. Paul R.
Outhals and Dr. William A.
Sedlacek will speak before a UNM
Chemical Engineering seminar at
2:30 p.m. Friday in room 201 of
the Farris Engineering Building.
The talk, on characterization
and trailing or air pollution
sou~ces using aircraft sampling, is
free and open to all interested
persons. The report deals with
collection of data f~om aircraft
and use of this technique in
tracing air pollution.

Thief Treats Customers
PHILADELPHIA (UPI)
Police Friday charged Charles
Justice, 37, with being the bandit
who held up the Park·A·Katkas

Bar,

Police said the robber took all
the money from the cash register
and then, at gun point, ordered
the bartender to provide a round
of drinks on the house.
Impressed at his generosity,
several patrons followed the
robber to a nearby house. Police
arrested, Justice at the home
several hours later and recovered
$137.:.:·:...__ _ _ _ __
The women's volleyball team
under coach Jan Olson will travel
to Pueblo, Colo. over the weekend
for an Intermountain Conference
meet.

Dance

The Albuquerque Boycott
Committee and Chicano Studies
are holding a fund raising dance
Nov. 19 in the Student Union
Ballroom from 8 to 12 p.m. Magic
Sam will be featured and
admission is $1.

Spiro Attacks Techniques
Used on Pre-School Kids

CHICAGO (UPI)- Vice his words, 'are, in themselves, no
President Spiro T. Agnew charged longer appropriate' in a nuclear
W e<lnesday th11t behavioral age,
Agnew charged that Skinner, in
scientists are trying to perform
''radical surgery on the national his new book, want$ to condition
psyche" through new learning people "to conform to a bizarre
t11chniques used on children down view of what society should be
through the pre·kindergarten like - a utopia to be achieved
through what the author cal!t; a
years.
"Character that was once 'techn()logy of behavior.'
More 'Drivel'
Islamic Festival
molded in the home is now more
"Skinner holds, ln effect, that
The "Aid'' festival will be often the product of the
celebrated by the_ Islamic Society classroom, and there are some man has· neither so1.1I nor intellect
Nov. 20 at 8 p.m. at the who would like to take it a atep and is completely a creature of his
International Center, lS08 Las farther and indoctrinate or environment," Agnew said, "If
Lomas N,E. Everyone is welcome. condition all pre-school age you can control man's
children from infants on up to the environment, he theorizes, you
kindergarten age,'' Agnew said, can cont~ol .his actions and his
English Grads Meet
"They admire the Soviet system thoughts."
The English Graduate Associate in which the state takes over this
Agnew said, ''That sort of
will meet Nov. 18 at 3:30 in function from the parent,"
drivel
doesri't .need any further
Bandelier East to discuss grading
'Drivel'
comment :from me with this
practice and the situation in the
Agnew singled out the "drivel" audience, It speaks eloquently for
sociology department.
of Kenneth B. Clark, president of itself.''
the Ame~ican Psychological
Judy Grahn Poetry
Association, and B,F. Skinner, a
Chemical Engineering
The UNM poetry &eries will Harvard psychologist and author
Dr.
Guthals and Dr.
feature former Placitas resident of the book "Beyond I''reedom WilliamPaul
Sediacek of the Los
Judy Grahn reading her poetry and Dignity."
Alamos lab will speak on the topic
Nov, 18 at 8 p.m. in the Honors
Agnew made his remarks in a "Characterization and Tracking of
Center Lounge.
speech prepared for delivery to
Pollution Sources Using
Nov. 19 the series will continue the Illinois Agrlcultura,l Air
Sampling" on Nov. 19 at
Aircraft
at 7:30 in the same place with an Association, which he praised for 2:30 p.m.
in the electrical
opening reading for women poets. its dedication to American enginee~ing building
room 301.
There is no charge at either individualism.
reading.
Agnew specifically 11ttacked
Rumor has it that KUNM's
new techniques such as the use of Andy Garmezy reads classical
fff1~)~:::·mt'lr-Tk1tr~rcremr~;rrt:xr~t:rrt&l:Gf£K1~j1
drugs to control behavioral literature before playing football.
fi
disorders. a.nd classroom In light of this fact The Lobo staff
techniques such as has sent Garmezy a copy of the
"psycho-drama" in which Odyssey.
b
u
children act out real life incident'S.
Friday, N<:>'lembe~ 19, 19'71

Friends of Art

,

The Friends of Art organization
of Albuquerque is sponsoring a
fourth annual Buck Bohemia
fund·raising event Nov. 20 at 8
p.m. in the Cutter Hanger. of the
Albuquerque International
Airport. Tickets are $1 at the Art
M!lseum,

ca ,,.1ng u. ~~~'}

~!~

GSA; Union, N. Ballroom; 8:30

a.m.- 4 p.m.

Campus Crusade fo~ Christ; Union,
231 A; !)-9:30a.m.
Campus Crusade for Education
Administration; Union, 231 A; 2 p.m.
Campus Crusade for Christ; Union,
231 A; 12·3:30 p.m.
Agora; Union, 2500.E; 6·9 p.m.
Student Tenant Union; Union, 250
C; 7·9p.m.
Students for McGovern; Union, 250
A; 7 :3lHO p.m.
Film Committee; "Secret Wm of
Harry Frlgg": Union Theater; 8·10

p.m.

Las Ohicanas; Union Ballroom;
8:31)-12 p.m.
Ski Club; TaWes ln Lobby; 10 a.m.·2

p.m.

----------------

Times Article
Agnew attacked Clark for an
article he WJ."ote fo~: the New York
Times saying that "the formerly
useful appeals of religion, moral
philsophy, law and education, in

UNIVERSITY SHELL
specializing in tune-ups
brakes, air conditioning
& expert welding
FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY

Competent legal counsel is
being sought to handle injury
claims of members of the
KUNM·FM Circuitbreake~s
Football (?) Team following their
upcoming devastation by The
Lobo Hamburgers.

10% Discount to Students
24 hr. seroice
Len Maestas
2720 Central SE 268-5877

expen1ence
FROM PERU

maxi skirts
mens sweaters
pancho's &rugs
FROM ALL OVER

posters -jewelry
many unusual gifts
10% discount
to UNM students
La Fama Gift Shop
2 218 CENTRAL SE

across from yale park

Lwowski

Walter Lwowski, NMSU
research professor of chemistry,
will speak on carbonylnitrenes'
decomposition and intersystem
crossing Nov. 19 at 4:30 p.m. in
room 101 of the chemistry
building.

Student Directory
The UNM Student Dil:ectories
are on sale at the Alpha Phi
Omega coat check, in the main
lobby of the Union, from 9:15
a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday, Cost is ten cents with
current student I.D.

India Films
Slides and recertt documentary
films on India will be shown by
the Indo-American Association
Nov. 20 in Union 250·C.

Sociology Coff~e

Sociology students are invited
to have coffee with the Danforth
Committee on Nov. 19 from
1:30·2:30 p.m. in room 112 of
the sociology building.

RED
CROW
great food( great ·prices
now 10% discount
with UNM 10 card

RED CROW

WATER TRIPS
118 Tulane SE

Brought the 11.95
Water Bed to Albuquerque
plefe line of Wafer becls, chairs, couches
cushions. Foam Pads 4.95; with the purchase
of any Furniture only 3.50
BEDS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AT UNIVERSITY DRUG

ucts are guaranteed for five years
custom water furniture to
your specifications
buquerque owned and operated
I to 8. 7 days a week

5101 ZUNI SE

Friday, Nuvetnber 19, 1971
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Rams Rampaging; Arizona Teams Abroad

22 SeniorsMost
in Home Career Finale
Were Feldman's First Recruits
By TOM REICHERT
New Mexico's clash with the
Cowboys of Wyoming Saturday
w i 11 mark the final home
appearance for ~2 Lobo seniors

Mainstay

Ql)uurtrra
Package Liquor

SCHLITZ
3.84 case

.96 G-pk

football fortunes were at the
lowest ebb in the school's history.
19 straight times the Lobos had
tasted defeat and they hadn't won
a WAC game in three years. The
19 6 9 team, with sophomores
carrying the heaviest load, broke
the losing streak at 21 games and
finally won a conference game
after 25 setbacks in a row.
In 1970, all hell broke loose.
The Lobos had their first winning
season in five years (7·3) and
barely missed winning the
conference title, In addition, they
were the nation's second - ranked
team in rushing offense,
Rushing Still Second
New Mexico is still ranked
second this year in rushing and
the main reason why is their
wishbone wizard, senior
quarterback Rocky Long. The
Cucamonga kid is the Lobos
all-time total offense leader and
recipient of the Most Valuable
Player award for the past two
seasons. Long runs the triple
option offense as well as anyone
in the country,
Rocky's teammate for two
seasons in the. explosive Lobo
backfield has been Nate "the
Skate" McCall. Hampered by a
sprained ankle for six games this
season, Nate's 182 yards against
ASU in the title encounter last
year showed Lobo fans what the
speedy halfback can do on any
Saturday.
The three interior linemen of
the offense will be cracking out
huge holes at University Stadium
one last time Saturday. Center
Tod Klein, and Guards Brad
Bramer and Tom Walker are all
virtual cinches for post season
Senior center and sometimes honors in the WAC, Their helmets
linebacker Tod Klein is one of the are so full of white Lobo heads
few major college competitors from outstanding plays this
who sees action both ways today. season, that line coach Walt
Klein at center is a candidate for Klinker might have to start
All·WAC honors and tomorrow pasting them on their jerseys.
plays his last home game for
Kicker Joe Hartshorne doesn't
UNM.
run or block or tackle for the Big
rr;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;::;;:=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;ili Red, maybe because his right foot
II
is too valuable. The soccer style
kicker holds the NCAA record for
11 straight field goals and is
automatic on extra points.
Hartshorne is a genuine pro
prospect.
Defense stars Bob Gaines,
Herman
Fredenberg, Don Silver,
Repair & :'llainwnancc
and Mike Buck will be suiting up
on all foreign cars
for the home folks one more time.
"Billy Bob" Gaines, a safety, is
f.Joreign
Spedalis1s the Lobos' acknowledged
defensive leader. Linebacker
333 Wvomimt Blvd. :-.E
Fredenberg has been the most
consistent defensive performer all
265-5901
Free 1\stimatcs
year long for the up and down
defense, Defensive end Buck has
started this year despite an injured
knee. The native Albuquerquean
is one of the many three-year
starters ending their home careers.
Silver returned from the Marines
this season to add depth to the
front four.
Injuries have claimed two

who have been largely responsible
for the revival of football in
Lobo land.
When these men took the field
as sophomores in 1969, Lobo

senior defensive players who have
sparked the Lobo football revival.
All·WAC linebacker Houston Ross
was the Lobos' top defensive
player in 1969 and 1970 before

Car

TEQUILA
4.39 qt.
905 Yale SE

t \

l

'tl
I

i

Mainstay

suffering a leg injury in the ASU
game. 207· pound Rob Winter, a
second team All-WAC tackle in
1970, sustained a knee injury in
the Utah game. Other seniors to
go by the injury route were
lettermen AI Sevilla and Bruce
Markham, both safeties.
Back in the 1969 opener

Senior right side linebacker
Herman Fredenberg is one of the
few major college competitors
who is chosen lineman of the
week by Sports Illustrated.
Fredenberg received the award
earlier in the year and is playing
his last home game tomorrow for
UNM.
strength at these positions. Center
Steve Swanson, guard Skip
Lawson, and tackle John
Shipkowski have started
numerous games for New' Mexico
and make coach Klinker's
offensive line the strongest part of
the team.

Lobos, Burgers Favored
The UNM Lobo football team
ends its home campaign for this
fall tomorrow when it hosts the
University of Wyoming at 1:30
p.m. at University Stadium.
22 seniors will be in their final
game for the hometown fans. The
Lobes can virtually clinch the
second place in the WAC with a
win over Wyoming, as the
Cowboys, now 5·5, can finish no
better than the middle of the
pack.
KUNM radio has fielded a so:rt

of football team and has
purported to show up on the
fields east of Johnson Gym
Saturday at 10 a.m. for a game
•
against the Lobo Hamburgers.
KUNM lost the game last year
26·0 behind a powerful Lobo
passing attack. Filmed segments
of KUNM practice sessions
indicate the Circuitbreakers have
slow backs and clumsy receivers,
and show no front line either
offensively or defensively.
The Lobo is expected to come
out with a balanced attack
offensively, led by diligent
quarterback Chuck Feil. The
defense that shut out the
Circuitbreakers last year is
returning almost full force, save
the few who started last year who
failed to make the suit·up roster.

.

BRACKEN
Auto
Dismantlers

The Best Assortment
of psychedelic lighting
· In The Whole World

phone 877-5355
2615 Coors

·sw

free parts locater service

Auto Par.ts

••

'

,~·

435 San Mateo NE
256-7241

••

Late Model Engines
All Kinds

New & Used
Windshields

Hoffmantown Shopping Center
296-0311

-·
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UTEP 28·24

NMSU: Idle

Idle 37-0

KUNM·Lobo

Lobo 78·12

Utah ( 2-7) at Brigham
Young (5-5)

This is lhe final conference
game for both teams and holds in
store the kind of excitement you
get from a two·hour wait in a
dentist's office.
After a strong showing against
the Lobos Utalt lost to non·league
foe Utah St. 21·17. As the score
indicates the game was close but
the Indians don't seem to have the
strength necessary to win in the
clutch, They do however have a
quality passing attack with
sophomore Don Van Galder at the
helm. This also should prove
advantagious especially when you
consider the BYU has the worst
pass defense in the WAC.
BYU has lost two tough ones in
a row to Arizona schools. Two
weeks ago they were smothered
by ASU to kill any dark horse
chances at the WAC crown and
last weekend they fell to Arizona
27-14 to further seal their fate.
The Cougars are a bit better
balanced than the pass·heavy
Indians. They have good runners
like Pete Van Valkenburg and
flashed like Golden Richards who
consistently gives them good field
position on. punts and kickoffs.
Overall their defense isn't that bad
either; allowing an average of 4.3
yards a play that puts them in
second place defensively behind
ASU. This should be a close game
with BYU prevailing by a
touchdown.

Colorado State (l-8) at
Texas El-Paso ( 4-5)

Those funky CSU Rams finally
broke into the win column (I
always had a. lurking . suspicion
they might) last weekend, mauling
West Texas St, 36·14. And while
the wind blew fair in Ft. Collins
the UTEP Miners were being
buried by the Lobes 49·13.
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w rapped u p t h e W A C
Championship and a berth in the
Fiesta Bowl by bulldogging the
wiry Wyoming Cowboys 52·19,
They bring into the game a string
of 'fleven victories out of eight
games played with San Jose. The
Devils are strong in every
·

•

csu

UTEP 30·24

csu 21-20

Idle 37·0

Idle 37·0

Idle 37·0

Lobo 378·27

Lobo 74-0

Lobo 78·0

UTEP coach Bobby Dobbs had
a few choice comments after his
Learn's shellacking at New Mexico.
He said "we can't afford to look
back," but he might be forced to
do just that as the Rams run the
Wishbone that last weekend gave
the Miners more than an ounce of
grief.
In its victory over West Texas
the Rams rushed the ball 66
times, mostly out of the
Wishbone·T, and passed only five
times, Halfback Lawrence
McCutcheon had 169 yards on 29
carries, including a 55-yard TD
sprint, to set WAC and CSU career
rushing records. If the Clutch can
have as strong a day against UTEP
things might get a bit sticky for
the Texans.
Despite the drubbing they took
from the Lobos the Miners have a
reasonably decent team, and
considering the home advantage
I'd Si.lY that the Miners should
win. But then again the Rams
have been full of GUrprises btely.
'lllese contradictions show a lack
of commitment, but if you've ever
seen UTEP play you'd realize the
difficulty in coming right out and
picking them to win.

The 'Cats are coming off a big
win over BYU and their
momentum might be enough to
push them past San Diego.
ln their victory over BYU the
Wildcats allowed the Cougars 460
yards, 22 first downs but managed
to win by coming up with six
interceptions and four fumble
recoveries.
Leading them offensively was
quarterback Bill Demory, who hit
split end Charlie McKee with a
92-yard scoring bomb, the longest
in WAC history
We hen! at' the Lobo sports
desk once again be charged with
benign neglect as we have nothing
at all to rate San Diego on. This
comes in part because San Diego
hasn't sent us any press blurbs and
we certainly aren't going to send
someone out there to find out
why. Pleasing ignorance I
officially declare this game tossup
in the power vested in me by this
typewriter. One thing that is
interesting (a value judgment
again) is the lack of success the
State ( 4-4)
Wi I d c a t s h a v e h a d w i t h
The Arizona Wildcats journey non-conference foes. This will
this weekend to make waves with probably be to their disadvantage,
non-conference for San Diego though we won't know until

~S~u~n~d~a;:y;·;Y~a~wn~·;:;~i;:;.;::;:,:;,:;,::;,;:;,;::;:,;:,:;,::;.:,

State,

category; leading the WAC in five
out of eight categories, not
including victories.
San Jose should give the Devils
a game, though it is doubtful
whether they can win. The
Spartans are a one·man defensive
team, the one man being
all-American candidate linebacker
Dave Chaney. Last weekend
Chaney stole the show and the
ball of~n enough to give them a
13·12 upset victory over

THE
STONE CROCK
home brew supplies
Opening
this Weekend
112 Dartmouth SE
• fruit concentrates • liqueurs
• "country wine" suppltes
Sat•.Sun. 9:30.9
Man., Wed ...Fri. 9:30.9

(@uurtrrs
Kosher &
Italian Sandwiches
Steaks
BBQ Ribs
(and your
favorite drinhs)

t

905 Yale S.E.

ASU (8·1) at San Jose St.
(4-4)

Just by their record and
strength the ASU Sun Devils will
be obvious favorites when they
journey to California to do battle
with San Jose St.

~;o;;;;T;;;h;;;e;;;;;;;;;;n~in;;;;t;;;h~·~r;;;a;;;n~k;;;e;;;d~.;;;D;o;;;;ev;;ii;;ils~
1

Big Mouth
Drinking Mugs

MICKEYs
Malt Liquor
Stout
....

Different-New-Sandwkhes
Budget Priced-25¢ Draft-Fun

t .
-~; ~:~~
'·.:

~1'

PLAY ROOM BAR

Complete l:ngines
transmissions-glass

·: ~:JfiONTi~E:I.:IJ:· ·.-;,
--

Lobo Picks •

anti-climactic with the possible
exception of the next week's
ASU·Arizona tilt that always has a
load of viciousness considering the
inter·state rivalry, This week's
action includes:

Hoffmantown Shopping Center

Gale invites ygu
over far the finest
broiled hamburger

Whether the Rams can bring
their good luck into El Paso is
debatable for although UTEP
p);tyed poorly in every facet of
the game the boys from CSU
haven't done so well for
themselves, as their :record plainly
indicates.

UTEP at

SAN MATEO NE

...::,.;..o.:o. .. -~~..,._·......... ., ~ .......__ ...._

10th·:ranked Stanford, ~esp1te the
fact that Stanford dommated the
game, ~haney set up one Spartan
tally With a t<tckle. of Stanford
~unter on. t~e lnd1an one·y~d
lme, and. fmJshed the game ~th
12 unassisted tackles, fiv_e ass1sts,
two fumbl.e recovenes, two
tackles for m1nus yardage one pass
ti(iEMlBW.mrm&W&JU!fi1XYlil%W@W$.illilili&'ir!tTIW?i!H%l:;w1\!WitW©W.1~~il¥iXMJ:E'B&ti!'i'J2irB\!ff&ii$PZW:Mi?%1ilm!¥t:i!:WAW?i!ml't~!ff.ilii%Wl%%W&JW&'&':ill'ffil d e f 1e c t i o n an d o n e Pass
interception. M~anwhile
quarterba~k Dave Elbs w~ t~e
spearheadmg the offense With SIX
•
pass completions on 12 attempts.
In reference to the Spartans
Roger
Mark
Don
Jim
ASU cc:'ach ~r~nk K~sh said, "San
Ruvolo
Sanchez
Burge
Pensiero
J os~. 1s ndmg h1gh and yve
(80·24)
(29·25)
(37·l7)
(36·18)
trad1t1onally have problems w1th
Wyoming
t~em, They -S:e the count:rr's
UNM49·14
UNM 40·21
UNM 42·13
UNM 39·21
e1ghth best passmg team and With
atUNM
this we know we have a chore
Arizona at
ahead of us.''
.
UA 21·17
UA 33-28
SDS 28·16
SDS 21·15
San Diego St.
Personally l feel Kush IS
shaking !n his boots 'like the
Arizona St.
Greeks did w?en they rode the
ASU 31·23
ASU 25·17
ASU 52·13
ASU 37·10
at San Jose St.
wo?den ~orse mto Troy. Butthen
agam a httle false modesty never
Utah at
hurt a~yone.
uu 20·16
BYU 19·7
uu 28·19
BYU 21·18
BYU
Anzona (5-4) at San Diego

By JIM PENSIERO
·
As the WAC season slowly
winds itself out it's obvious that
once again the Arizona State Sun
Devils have come up with the
championship their third 1straight.
The WAC ga~es that remain are
few and for the most part

against Army, five sophomores
began their careers as starters.
Tomorrow they will end it as
second teamers, a tribute to the
Lobos' newly added depth and

I

ANGE-A-TAPE

I

Tossups in WAC as Season Winds _Down

lOc BEER
Every Monday, 5-7 p.m.

OLD TIME MOVIES
everynight
Take 1·40 West=Turn North on Coors Road
you can see it from there
Friday, November 19, 1971

r~~.~L~ ~·.-.
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CLASSIFIED

I

AD.VERTI~SING

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word. mini·
WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
mUm ($1 •• 0) per time run. lf.11d Is to
205, afternoons preferably (lr mau.
run fi~·e or more consecutive daYs with
. Clasaified Advertisint:
no .d\lmgee .. the rate.~is:~>recluced to •6c
UNM P.O. Box 20
per W!lrd and the mhlimum l\Umber of
W!lrds to 10. Albuquerqlle, N,M, 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to lnsertlon o! advertisement

1)

PERSONALS

"LAW SCHOOL-WILL l LIKE IT? CAN
I MAKE IT 1" A new book bY n recent
Jaw ~rndunte for prospective Jaw students.
Seml S2.U5. Kroos Pr~. Boll: 3709A, Mil·
waukee, Wis. 63217. 11/19
"WEATHER BUNNY"-If you've lloticed
the time .bus almost come, T minus seven.
"NU&·DJ ," 11/111
RIDE WANTED TO L.A. over ThAnks·
~iving. Will share expenses. Mntt-2559860. ll/1\)
FREE. SLEEK BLACK MALE CAT who
needs a gopd loving horne. Call 842-6894.
ll/19
STUDENT ROOMMATE NEEDED. Not
straight please. 2-bedroom house. $70,00
monthly. Steve, 1620 Lend SE, 11/19
MEN'S contraceptives. Imported and best
AmeriQan brands. Details free, Sample$
& CataiPg, $1. POP-SERVE, BPX 1205-X,
Chapel HIU, NC, 27415 11/211

3}

FORSA~E

5)

NEW 197~ ZIG ZAG . SEWlNG MA·
CHINES. These machill~ nave built
In cpntrols for sewing on buttons, mono·
grams, etc. $36 each. CllSh or terms.
United Freight Sales, 39l!O San Mateo
NE. Open 9 til 9, S11ndays 12·5, tfn
NEW 100 WATT COMPONENT SET,
AM-FM multi-plex aereo-rnd!o with
black out din! and built in steree S-track
recorder player. With large BSR chang•
cr. And huge 6 air auspt;rr~slon speaker
system. Compal,'c at $450, Limited suppJy-$;1.99,96 each. Cuah Pr terms. United
Freight Sales, 392Q San Mateo NE. Open
9 til 9, Sundays 12·5. tfn
80 USED PORTABLE TV'S. $30-$60. 44.1
WYoming NE, 265-5987. 12/20

6)

EMPLOYMEN1'

MOONLIGHT-$91),00 wk. 3 eves. and
Sat, Call 268-8163 or 298·4503 after 5
pm. 11/19

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

F A C T 0 R Y SECONDS :HANDM.AD:E.
Stoneware pottery, cnn!lles. Lenthcr go<>ds
pf New Mexico. Barg&in prices, spme
thirds. Ample pnrklng. 1225U 12th St.
NW. Hours: ll :00 11m·6: 00 pm, 'l'uesdaySiln!lay.
WAN'l'ED: USED SPORTS CAR in good
conditiPn. Call 84l!-534li. ll/24
"WANTED· TICKETS," 2 for Friday's
Los Angeles Philharmonic- ctmcf)rl; At
Popejpy Hall. Call 268·7608 dAytime.''

TONITEf
7:35 .. 9:35

SERVICES

}!AVE OTHER THINGS TO DO? Let me
do you>: ir<>nin~-Reasonable, University
area-266-1664. 11/29
lNTERNATIONALJo:iiir~:E~;or;;; south
America, Asia, Australia, U.S.A, Open•
in!ls in all fields-Social ~iencefl, Business, Sciences, EnS'inecring, Education,
etc. Alaska construction & pipeUne work
Earnings to $600 weekly. Summer or perm!lncnt. Paid expenses, bonuses, travel.
Complete current lnfPrmation - only
$3.00. Money Lack g-uarantee; Appi.Y early
for best opportunities-write now Ill Internatlc;mal Employment, Box 7l!l-Nl93,
Peaoody, Massnchusetta 01960 Not an
empiPyment agency) 11/19
''IN-YOUR-HOME," TV Repair! Free estimates I Student disCQunt I 268-2497.
11/29
TYPING. REASONABLE RATE. 9809
· Salem NE. 296-8349. 12/3
•
1 FREE GERMAN SHEPARO PUPPIE to
a good home, Call 266-4274 af~r 6:00
11/22
WILL DO TYP1NG-Term papers, etc.
Accurate. 50¢ png~-4063. ll/30
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, 8 years ex•
perlence, IDM electric, 268-7629, 12/6
TUTORING-all subjects-all levels. Ex·
perlenced, certified or college teachers.
CERTIFIED TUTORING SERVICE 296·8100. 12/7
l~lNE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY - Wedding. You or
Whl\tever, 242-76G8, 12/8

4)

ATENSE,- TAUT.. DRAMA
of love, fear and desires!

FORRENT

WANTED: 3 .responsible students to share
4 bedroom hPme, $65.00 per mpnth.
Covers private bedroom, l:itcben, utilities,
and telephone. Call Frank, 2&5·9101, 5-7
PM. 11/24
TWO GENTLEMEN STUDENTS share
room with kitchen J)rivJlegCll. Evenings
266·0595, 11/16

5)

FORSALE

20 percent discount on 'rents, baekpaeka,
11leepfng bags, books, food, bonts and ac·
cCBsories, Co•op members receive 25 per·
cent discount. Trail Haus, 1031 San
Matoo SE.
FBEAK BUS - 1964 VW Home-made
~per. Rebuilt. l!liRlnc, good tires.
$795,00, 2G5·61iGO or !142-8808. 11/22
OLYMPUS PENFT SLR. New CO!!t $150.
Make offer. 277-4146. 34G·199!l. 11/19
1966 INTERNATIONAL SCOUT 2·wheel
drive. Perfect condftlon, About $650.
265-0812. 11/19
1972 NUDIST calendal'll-12 Big colorful
pagt!ll, beautiful Alhuqueroue g!rb. Send
$2 eash or check: Stmbather, Dept. L,
Dox 8514, Albuquerque 87108. 11/80
BELLS ON SALI!l only $1i.OO at Lobo
Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 24a·G954.
PERFECT CHRISTMAS Gilt-Antique set
Dicken's Ulustrnted cllliJ.'Jics (1800's),
$60. New heavy split l!owhide man's
fringed ;lllcket-lsrge-$20. 2!16-4304.
8x37 SPARTAN TRAILER, Call Mel ext.
4532 d11Y11, 877·9269 eVI!llilllfs, 11/19
FffiEWOOD FOR SALE. 1JNM Student.
247·9170. Pinon and cedar. Student dL<!count. 11/24
SUPER 8 Movie Camera. New i'antastie
color. 277•6365. 11/29
WESTINGHOUSE LAUNDROMAT
WASHER. Work!! fine. Haul it away, $5.
112 Dartmouth SE. 266-0621. 11/19
MUST S£LL 67 VW BUG, Radio, excellent
condition, llOiiO or best offer. 242-1114,
11/22
03 VOLKSWAGEN SEDAN. Good economical transportation. $49G. Fjnn. 3102
Mountain Rd. NW, .247·9992 evenings.
11/22
TRUCKIN'? 8 toot cabover converts your
pickup to a traveling home. MU!!t scU this
week. 255-6661. 11/19
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT. SAVE
30-ao~:, on Dlatnond rings, 344·6349, 1/25
'60 LAnK, CONVERTmLE. Good radio
ntld upholstery. Rest" tnnashed. Need!!
bllttery. $76. 299-6345-Bherry.
KASTLE 205s with Marker Bindings
Lnnsre Boots, afze SUr. Darrecratter P<>les'.
Used 1 seaMn. Orlginlll Cost $285. Sell
for $150. Sec McDonald at Journallsm
205 after 4.
CUSTOM MADE BELTS, Purses', lelither
gilts. The Mind Shalt, lOGA Cornell
12/8
1964 VW CAMPER DUS. Must go this
lt!OIIth, best otl'er, C111l 2GG·7786. 11/24
BLACK C A R A C U L LADIES COAT.
Warm, eleJ!'nnt. $71i. DYNAMIO READ·
ING COURSE, Furst's Memor)ll Course.
Doth new. $16, each. Miss Phelps, 344·
484.9. 11/24
10 SPEED niCYCLE, New men's 23~1'. inch
Raleigh Record. ThPnmroo£ tubes, ~pedal
straps and lock-$H0.00-1RO!t Sigma
Chi Rond or call 242-2901. 11/24
1971. CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER, nuntSpeake:r-Atttomntlc Level Recording,
271-4296. 20~ 12

The U.S. victory in the Mexican
War (1946·48) r<'sulted in the U.S.
gaining possession of 529,000
square tniles from Mexico. plus
275,000 square miles of disputed
territory claimed by Texns fifter
its independeitce.
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HILAND
265-4575
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TERROR!
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ALL SEATS
$1.50
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This Weekend
Friday Night

~~The

Secret

War of
Harry Frigg~~
Saturday & Sunday Night
f

~~The

Boys

In The
Band~~
rq!J~1
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I
I
I
I
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Students with I0-$1.50

7:30 9:20 11:05

~----------------------

DON PANCHO'S

••
*

I

Laws should be like clothes. They should be made to fit the
people they sr.rve.
-Clarence Darrow

Adm. 75¢

8·10 pm

!

210BCENTRALS.E./247•4414 •..,
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